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Brentano Offers Textiles in Range of Current and Classic Colors
New collection showcases Brentano as color leader
Wheeling, IL (April 2013)—Brentano’s Symphonic collection features emerging colors as well as those that are tried
and true. Fashionable combinations of grey and green or periwinkle and mauve can be used to update any interior.
The spring 2013 collection also relies on residential staples like chocolate brown and robin’s egg blue but suggests
pairing them with a vibrant tangerine to add a current pop of color.
Bold, large-scale, polka dot Bravo comes in 12 colorways spanning everything from classic neutrals to surprising and
current saturated combinations. With its fantastic hand, this 100% polyester upholstery will make an impact in
hospitality or residential interiors.
The unique, abstract Coloratura is evocative of a watercolor painting and uses a tapestry construction to feature four
yarn colors that create distinctive areas. Coloratura is available in 7 gorgeous colors, including tone-on-tone Electra and
the saturated orange and reds of Giovanna.
With its metallic shooting star pattern, embroidered Finale combines a classic polyester taffeta base with a decorative
pattern and an array of 11 dynamic colorways.
Suede-like, polyester chenille Maestro offers a great hand for a fantastic price and comes in an array of 9 colors,
ranging from the classic ivory of Keyboards and gold of Brass, to the vibrant red of Percussion and tangerine of
Virtuoso.
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About Brentano:
Founded in 1990 by Design Director Iris Wang and her husband, President E-Kwan Chen, Brentano has grown from a
modest beginning of eight patterns to an internationally represented textile house. Brentano's fabrics stem from
Wang's philosophy of balancing beauty + performance. Their growing collection of eco-fabrics expands this ideology by
demanding textiles meet thoroughly researched standards of environmental consciousness while maintaining their
beauty. Having celebrated their 20th anniversary in 2010, Brentano continues to offer a variety of innovative and
interesting textiles, including eco-friendly faux leather, high performance upholstery, fire-resistant, outdoor, Crypton,
Nano-Tex and GreenShield fabrics. Please visit www.brentanofabrics.com for more information.

Top to Bottom: Bravo-Coral + Sea 5350-09, Cotillion-Millicent 3500-11, Maestro-Virtuoso 8580-07, Coloratura-Giovanna 7088-04,
Finale-Bengal Fire 3521-09
The Symphonic collection features emerging colors as well as those that are tried and true. While chocolate brown and
robin’s egg blue are residential staples, pair them with tangerine hues to add a current pop of color.
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